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Faces
I once used to be just like you
I used to care for things that didn't matter
And I wouldn't mind what I do
I would still believe that things got better

But there came a day when all this changed
Where all of my life was rearranged
Without a warning or a sign
Taken away what once was mine

I don't really know why I'm here
Maybe there is someone who can tell me
There are days when I see so clear
When I know what people think around me

Even if I do not know their names
I can sense all their pains
All of the dreams they have inside
All of the fears they try to hide

Don't try, don't waste your time
Long before you feel it
it will start to blow your mind

Decide, before you grow old
if you want to get there, be there, stay
where you where told

I see a painting on the wall
Showing exactly what I feel
Showing exactly what I feel
How could it know?

I look at faces in a hall
I see the stories that they hold
I see the stories that they hold
Passing me by
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Game
You burn like a fire
You try to bring out what is trapped inside
The things you desire
Are fading away like a dream that died

What you believe in
Is your little world of right and wrong
It's all so deceiving
To be withstanding you must be strong

You know you can get there
As long as you play by the rules they make
It's not that you don't care
There'll always be someone who's there to take

Who cares if you're cheating
As long as there's no one there to see
As life keeps repeating
It will always be all about you or me

Did you know
Did you know that you are part of this
Time to show
Time to show you what you miss

It's just a game
A game they play with all of us
Don't cross this lane
For you will be the next to fall
Let me show you how
Let me show you how to break the rules
Then you will know
You will know which lane to choose
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Zeit
Die Zukunft steht auf einem anderen Blatt
Und keiner weiß wer es beschrieben hat
Wir ahnen nur was dort geschrieben steht
Gewissheit kommt nur wenn die Zeit vergeht

Die Gegenwart ist wo all dies geschieht
Wo Künftiges in die Vergangenheit flieht
Die Träume allenfalls zu Grunde gehen
Um uns zu zeigen wo wir wirklich stehen

Ganz egal wie wir uns wehren
Die Zeit sie wird auch uns verzehren
Sie führt uns durch ihr Labyrinth
In dem wir stets verloren sind

Ganz egal wie lang es geht
Keiner wird ihr widerstehen
Auf Schritt und Tritt verfolgt sie dich
Und irgendwann verschlingt sie dich

Vergangenheit hält uns in ihrem Bann
Obwohl sie keiner mehr verändern kann
Verlust ist einzig was sie uns beschert
Traurigkeit darüber was vergeht

Ganz egal wie wir uns wehren
Die Zeit sie wird auch uns verzehren
Sie führt uns durch ihr Labyrinth
In dem wir stets verloren sind

Ganz egal wie lang es geht
Keiner wird ihr widerstehen
Auf Schritt und Tritt verfolgt sie dich
Und irgendwann verschlingt sie dich
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Forgiving
I will not take cover
And I will not hide
Soon this will be over
I won't loose my pride

I will end this mission
I will not look back
It is my decision
I will not loose track

I will not feel sorry
They will all find out
Change is right before me
I have no more doubt

You will see me changing
But it has to be
I can't see the ending
Will you go there, next to me?

And if we'd have no place to stay
And if they'd take our things away

Would you forgive me, again

And if my feelings wouldn't last
And if my love laid in the past

Would you forgive me, again

And if I'd hurt you one more time
And if my weakness stays the same

Would you forgive me, again

What if I could not guarantee
That you'd forever stay with me

Would you forgive me, again
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Perspective
Misunderstanding - starts shouting
Love and devotion - for sad things
Fear and confusion - is religion
World domination - for nothing
Communication - isn't easy
All in one nation - an illusion
Negotiation - is worthless
Contamination - in process

Day by day we have our little problems
Don't think about it

There's no time to take a look behind
It could be so easy

Move a step aside to see the difference
If you really dare to
The problem that you have's a different kind

Knowing where to go is not so easy
But you have to focus

Finding time to think is sometimes hard
You just have to want to

Looking for the reason why we stay here
It's a change of perspective
Seems like playing with a deck of cards

Misunderstanding - starts shouting
Love and devotion - for sad things
Fear and confusion - is religion
World domination - for nothing
Communication - isn't easy
All in one nation - an illusion
Negotiation - is worthless
Contamination - in process

Day by day we have our little problems
Don't think about it

There's no time to take a look behind
It could be so easy

Move a step aside to see the difference
If you really dare to
The problem that you have's a different kind

Knowing where to go is not so easy
But you have to focus

Finding time to think is sometimes hard
You just have to want to

Looking for the reason why we stay here
It's a change of perspective
Seems like playing with a deck of cards
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Transcending
No em son trium
Est en loct'em
Mi ra ktel fanum
Prium fan ich t'em

Son est fan do lecht
Dru sa fint'em
Mi ra ktel fanum
Prium fan ich t'em
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